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What would be a 
successful outcome of 
your meetings this 
week?



Can stories help you 
reach your goals faster?



“Tell more of a story. . .”



Every presentation needs a narrative. 
Some require stories.

NARRATIVES give an explanation or 
describe a series of events.

STORIES have a character who 
experiences conflict in pursuit of a goal. 



A CHARACTER experiences CONFLICT in pursuit of a
GOAL
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As the hero experiences tension and relief, so 
does the audience
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Through narrative 
transport, audiences take 
on a character’s emotions, 
dismantling critical 
thought



Narratives encourage critical thought;
Stories cultivate empathy and motivate
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Brainstorm ideas or 
analyze options

Persuade and inspire 
to follow a specific call 
to action

divergent thinking convergent thinking

STORYNARRATIVE



Know when to use NARRATIVES and STORIES

A narrative will help your audience:

ØMake sense of facts and ideas

ØUnderstand the context and urgency 
an issue

ØClarify their role (if any) 

A story will help your audience:

ØRemember

ØBecome more receptive to a new idea

ØGet invested in the outcome and feel 
more compelled to act



Which approach seems more effective?

You need to find 
ways to collaborate 
with competitors . . . When you step back and 

see what respective 
goals are, you find ways 
to collaborate . . .



STORYTELLING vs. NARRATIVE
The CLIMATE CHANGE Experiment



Great stories make 
it easier for your 
audience to get to 
“yes”

• Acknowledge trade-offs

• Lower risk

• Guide them to a proven 
pathway

• Show the potential

• Give them agency to act



USE STORYTELLING TO:

Build trust + 
establish credibility 

Prove the value of an 
idea or policy

Change minds or 
motivate audiences 

to act



How to tell a story that 
delivers results



FOCUS – what are you asking for?

EMPATHY – what will this require 
of the audience?

OBSERVATION – where else has 
this happened?

GREAT 
STORYTELLING AT 

WORK 



Strategic Story Checklist:

What is your GOAL? What is the best, most 
realistic outcome from your meeting?

Who is the PERSON who can make that 
goal happen? 

Describe the CONFLICT or OBSTACLE that 
they must overcome to make that goal 
happen? 



What is your goal?



Who can make that goal
possible? Or who do you 
need to persuade?

FIND THE HERO OF 
A STRATEGIC 

STORY



What are you asking the 
decision-maker to do?

FOCUS



What will saying “yes” require 
the decision-maker to do, 
prioritize or sacrifice? 

EMPATHY



Who else has made this kind 
of trade off? 

Said “yes” to a similar 
request?

OBSERVE



Base your story on a 
HERO who faced SIMILAR 
conflicts

HERO



Story upgrades

Does the conflict or obstacle create a 
feeling of tension or stress?STRUGGLE

Are you asking the hero to take 
specific actions?SPECIFIC

Does everyone emerge a winner?SHARED 
SUCCESS



The STORYTELLING Tool makes it easier to draft, 
refine and share stories



How to tell a GREAT story



REHEARSE +REFINE

Practice aloud

Include vivid 
details

Get feedback

Use a timer



STORYTELLING TOOL STAY CONNECTED



TAKE A SURVEY ORDER THE BOOK
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